In this papix, we consider [he prohlcm of distributed comprcssion in camcra sensor networks. 13uc to the spatial proximity of thc different cameras. acquired imagcs can he highly dependent. The correlation in the visual information retrievcd is related to the StNClUTC of the plenuptic function and can be estimated using gcomctrical information such as the position of the cameras and some hounds on the location of the ohjecls.
INTRODUCTION
The recent emergence of sensor network technology has an inevitable impact on the need for new distributed approaches in most areas of signal processing. Problems such as sampling, approximation. compression and reconstruction have been extensively studied in the traditional centralized context, but theories resulting from this research are usuallv not directlv amlicable to distributed ual encoder. Although the theoretical aspect of distributed source coding has heen known for about three decadcs, it is only recently that practical coding approachcs have been proposed. In [1]. Pradhan and Ramchandran proposcd a coding tcchnique inspired from channel coding. Practical designs mainly based on turbo and LDPC codes have since been presented in several other papers (see [4. 5,61 for cxample).
In this paper. we consider a simplified geometrical set-up and show that the correlation structure of the source, which is given by the plenoptic function [7] , can hc precisely estimated using somc a priori global geometrical information. For inslancc, the location of the cameras might be known and some objects of interest might be well localized in space. We then propose a distributed compression algorithm that exploits this a priori knowledge. This new scheme allows for a flexible repartition of the bit-rates amongst the encoders and is optimal in many cases (i.e., it achieves the Slepian and Wolf performance (see Proposition I) ). We then show that our coding scheme can be made resilient to a fixed numbcr of occlusions (see Proposition 2) and that perfect reconstruction and interpolation are possible at the receiver.
The paper is organized as follows: The next section introduces the plenoptic function and gives a precise description of our problem statement. In Section 3, we present our distributed compression approach and we address the problem of occlusions. Simulation results can be found in Section 4 and we conclude in Section 5.
schemes. The idea of sensor network is to replace the common centralized scenario by a new completely distributed approach for acquiring and vrocessinx data. It consists of numbers of i n d e w -2. THE PLENOI'TIC FUNCTION AND OUR CAMERA SENSOW NETWORK -dent sensors, densely deployed, having processing and communication capabilities. Our work focuses on camera sensor networks, where each sensor is a self-powered wireless device containing a digital camcra and a processing unit. We assume that our sensors are looking at a specific scene from different view-points and transmit their information to a common central receiver. Due to their spatial proximity, images acquired by two different sensors can be highly dependent. Since the inter-sensor communication can be extremely expensive in terms of power consumption, we would like to achieve the best possible transmission rate (from the sensors to the common receiver) by exploiting the overall correlation without allowing the sensors to communicate with each other. Thanks to results obtained by Slepian-Wolf [I] and Wyner-Ziv 121, we know that in many cases, we can theoretically achieve the compression rate of a joint-encoder using separate encoden. However, this surprising result assumes that the correlation structure of the sources is a priori known at each individ- [7] . It corresponds to the function representing the intensity and chromaticity of the light observed from every position and direction in the 3D space, and can therefore be parameterized as a 7D function: P, = P(0, $,A, t , V,, Vu, Vz).
A camera sensor network is able to acquire a finite number of different views of a scene at any given time and can thus be seen as a sampling device for the plenoptic function. We choose the following scenario for our work: Assume that we have N cameras evenly placed on a horizontal line. Let a be the distance between two consecutive cameras, and assume that they are all looking in the same direction (perpendicular to the line of cameras). Assume then that the observed scene is composed of simple objects such as uniformly colored polygons parallel to the image plane and with depths hound between the two values zmln and zmor as shown in Figure 1 . According to the epipolar geometry principles, which are directly related to the structure of the plenoptic function (see Figure 2) . we know that the difference between the positions of a specific object on the images obtained from two consecutive cam- eras will be equal to A = 9. where z is the dcpth ofthe object and f is the focal length of the cameras. This disparity A depends only on the distance z of the point from thc focal plane. If we know a priori that there is a finite depth of field, that is z t [zmln, z,,,,,.]. then there is a finite range of disparities to he coded, irrespective of how complicated the scene is. This key insight is used in this paper to develop new distributed compression algorithms as we show in the next section.
Notice that a similar insight has been previously used by Chai et al. to develop new schemes to sample the plenoptic function [8].
DISTRIBUTED COMPRESSION

Background
Consider a communication system where two discrete correlated sources X and Y are to be encoded at rates Rx and Ru respectively. and transmitted to a central receiver. If it were possible to perform the coding jointly, a rate Rx + Ru 2 H ( X , Y ) would he sufficient to perform noiseless coding. Now assume that these two sources are physically separated and cannot communicate with one another, Slepian and Wolf [I] showed that lossless compression of X and Y is still achievable if Rx 2 H(XIY), R y 2 H ( Y I X ) and Rx + RY 2 H ( X , Y ) . This means that there is no loss in terms of overall rate even though the encoders are separated (see Figure 3 ).
In the next subsection, we propose a distributed coding scheme for the configuration presented in Figure 1 with two cameras. Since both encodcn have some knowledge about the geometry of the scene, the correlation StNCtUre ofthe two sources can he easily rerrievcd. We then show that our coding technique can be uscd with any pair of bit-rates contained in the achievable rate region defined hy Slepian and Wolf. and can therefore be optimal.
Asymmetric and Symmetric encoding with two cameras
Let X and Y be the horizontal positions of a specific object on the images obtained from two consecutive cameras. Assume thc image width is made of2' pixels. Due to the epipolar geometry and This simple distribuledcoding technique is very powerful since it takes full advantage of the geometrical information to minimize the global transmission hit-rate. However, its asymmetric repariilion of the bit-rates may be problematic for some practical applications. In the following, we will show that our coding approach can he extended in a way such that any pair of hit-rates satisfying the Slepian and Wolf conditions can be used. Looking at the follow- If we assume that X and (Y -X) are uniformly distributed and r h r 6 = ZR".*" -1, rhis coding srraregy achieves the Slepinn-Wolf bounds and is rherefore oprimal.
Three cameras with one possible occlusion
In order to reconstruct the position of an object for any virtual camera position, we need to know its correct position in at least two different views. Using the epipolar geometry principles, we can then easily retrieve its absolute position and depth. Unfortunately, a specific object may not be visible from certain view points since it might be hidden behind another object or might be out of field. Nevertheless, using a configuration with more cameras will make it more likely for any object to be visible in at least two views. Assume we have three cameras in a configuration similar to the one presented in Figure I and that each object of the scene can
be occluded in at most one of these three views. Our goal is to dcsign a distributed coding scheme for these three correlated sources such that the information provided by any pair of these sources is sufficient to allow for a perfect reconstruction at the receiver. and that thc diffcrence (2 -,U) belongs thus to [-6,6 ], whcrc 6
is defined as in Section 3.2.
Looking at the bindry rcprcsmlalion of X, Y and Z (at integer precision). we can say that thc difference between any pair can be retrieved using-only their last It,,*,, bits. where &i,, On receiving the last R,i, bits from only two sources, the decoder is able to retrieve the last &in bits of the third %ne, which may be occludrd. Therefore, the relationship between X Z , Y z and Zz can be obtained and only subsets of their binary representations are necessary for a perfect reconstruction. Since an occlusion may have occurred, each bit position has been sent from two different sources, which implies a global transmission of 2r bits for the first ( R -h i , ) bits. It is therefore apparent that our total transmission rate of 3. + R,,,cn bits per sources was therefore optimal.
We can now generalize our result (see Figure 6 ) to any number of cameras and occlusions with the following proposition: Notice that our distributed coding strategy can hc generalized to any binary sources. We proposed a general extension based on linear channel codes and syndrome encoding [9, IO].
SIMULATION KESUUI'S
We developed a simulation to illustrate the performance of our distributed compression scheme. We created an artificial scene composed of simple objects such as polygons of different intensities placed at differcnt depths. Our system could then generate any view of that scene for any specified camera position. In the example presented in Figure 7 , we generated three views of a simple scene composed of three objects such that one of them is occluded in the second view, and another one is out of field in the third view. The three generated images have a resolution of 512 x 512 Fig. 7 . Three views of a simple synthetic scene obtained from three aligned and evenly spaced cameras. Note that an occlusion happens in XZ and that an object is out of field in X3. pixels and are used as the inputs for the testing of our distributed compression algorithm. Each encoder applies first a simple comer detection to retrieve the vertex positions of their visible polygons. Each vertex (s,y) is represented using 2R = 21og,(512) = 18 bits. Each encoder knows the relative locations of the two other cameras (U = 100) but does not know the location of the objects. It only knows that the depths of the objects are contained in [1.95,5.05] and that f = 1. Depending on its depth. an object will thus move from 20 to 51 pixels between two consecutive views. This means that the difference A on two consecutive positions can be described using &in = log,(51 ~ 19) = 5 bits.
In order to be resilient to one occlusion, we applied the approach proposed in Section 3.3. The results showed that only 14 bits per vertex were necessary from each source (instead of 18) to allow for a pcrfcct rcconstruction of thc scene at the receiver. When repeating the operation with three other views and assuming that no occlusion was possible. only 8 bits per vertex were necessary from each source.
CONCLUSIONS
Wc have proposcd a new distributed comprcssion schcmc for camera sensor networks. Our method uses soinc geometrical informelion about the scene in order to estimate the plenoptic constraints and retrieve a correlation structure for the sources. A wlution to the problem of occlusions has also been proposed. Ongoing research i s focusing on the extension to more general scenes. leading to the development of efficient distributed compression algorithms for camera sensor networks in natural scenes.
